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ABSTRACT
A Non-Governmental Organization (NGO) is a non-income driven organization that is free from states and
global governmental organizations. There are various NGOs in India that provide help to the underprivileged
and the disadvantaged section of the society. Different NGOs target different vision and mission and target
different sections of the society. Studies on NGOs show have revealed that NGOs can be categorized into
different types based on their orientation and level of co-operation. Strategic decisions taken in an NGO
distinguishes the various NGO activities as operation level and advocacy. Various mobile applications such as
‗One Today‘, ‗Check-in for Good‘, ‘Charity Miles‘ etc are available for donors to make a donation. These surveys
suggest that there is not one single platform available on the internet that enables a donor to browse through
different NGOs and donate to a specific NGO. ―NGO MANAGEMENT APP‖ is a proposed android app that
aims to provide this platform to users.
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I. INTRODUCTION

surveyed to have had around 2 million NGOs in 2009,
somewhat more than one NGO for each 600 Indians,

A non-governmental organization (NGO) is a not-

and usually the amount of primary schools and basic

income driven organization that is free from states

prosperity centers in India.[3][4] China is evaluated

and widespread governmental organizations. They

to have approximately 440,000 formally enlisted

are typically financed by blessings yet some avoid

NGOs.[5]

formal sponsoring completely and are run essentially
by volunteers. NGOs are particularly different social
events of organizations possessed with a broad

NGOs are difficult to describe, and the articulation

assortment of activities, and take unmistakable

couple of countries the term NGO is associated with

structures in different parts of the world. Some may

an organization that in another country would be

have unselfish status, while others may be enlisted

known as a NPO (non-benefit organization), and the

for obligation rejection in perspective of affirmation

different way. There are different portrayals of NGO

of social purposes. Others may be fronts for political,

being utilized. The most broadly perceived fixation is

religious, or distinctive interests.

on "presentation" and "level of task". A

The number of NGOs worldwide is assessed to be 3.7

NGO's acquaintance suggests with the kind of

million.[1] Russia has 277,000 NGOs.[2] India is

activities it goes up against. These activities may fuse

"NGO" isn't for the most part used dependably. In a
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human rights, regular, improving prosperity, or

significance, despite the way that the hyperlinks

progression work. A NGO's level of activity shows

between them control how the per client sees the

the scale at which an organization works, for

general structure and how the development streams

instance,

between the differing parts of goals. The site requires

neighborhood,

nearby,

national,

or

international. [6]

engaging arrangement and fitting game-plan of
associations and pictures, which enables a program to

The articulation "non-governmental organization"
was at first wrote in 1945, when the United Nations

viably decode and get to the property of the site. In
this way it give the program self-improvement

(UN)

palatable information and convenience about the

was

created.[7]

The

UN,

itself

an

intergovernmental organization, made it practical for
certain

attested

particular

global

organization, gathering, mastermind et cetera.

non-state

II. TYPES OF NGO

workplaces — i.e., non-governmental organizations
— to be allowed onlooker status at its assemblages
and some of its social affairs. Later the term got the

NGO/GRO (governmental related organizations)

chance to be particularly used more for the most part.

types can be understood by their orientation and

Today, as showed by the UN, any kind of private

level of how they operate.

organization that is independent from government
control can be named a "NGO", in the event that it
isn't income driven, no anticipation, [clarification

A. By orientation

needed] but instead not only a protection political

down paternalistic exertion with little interest by the

get-together.

"recipients". It incorporates NGOs with exercises

Beneficent introduction regularly includes a top-

coordinated toward addressing the necessities of the
One trademark these varying organizations share is

destitute individuals.

that their non-advantage status suggests they are not
furious about without further ado financial objectives.

Benefit

As requirements be, they can devote themselves to

exercises, for example, the arrangement of wellbeing,

issues which happen transversely finished longer

family arranging or training administrations in

time

change,

which the program is planned by the NGO and

wilderness fever suspicion, or an overall limitation

individuals are relied upon to take part in its usage

on landmines. Open reviews reveal that NGOs

and in accepting the administration.

horizons,

for

instance,

natural

introduction

incorporates

NGOs

with

consistently welcome an abnormal state of open trust,
which can make them a significant – however not by

Participatory introduction is described independent

and large sufficient – middle person for the stresses

from anyone else help ventures where nearby

of society and partners. [8]

individuals are included especially in the usage of a

The webpage is collection of site pages, pictures,

venture by contributing money, devices, arrive,
materials, work and so on. In the traditional group

recor-dings and other propelled assets that is

improvement extend, cooperation starts with the

encouraged on one or a couple of web servers

need definition and proceeds into the arranging and

ordinarily accessible by methods for the web. The

execution stages.

page of site generally can access from a run of the
mill course URL called the point of arrival, and
generally live on the same physical server. The urls

Engaging introduction means to help destitute
individuals build up a clearer comprehension of the

of the pages dealt with them into chain of

social, political and monetary elements influencing
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their lives, and to reinforce their attention to their

which has an indistinguishable significance from

own potential energy to control their lives. There is

"NGO".

greatest association of the recipients with NGOs

III. ACTIVITIES HELD BY NGOS

going about as facilitators. [9]
B. By level of operation

There are various characterizations of NGOs. The

Community-based organizations (CBOs) emerge out
of individuals' own drives. They can be in charge of

typology the World Bank utilizes separates them into
Operational and Advocacy. [10]

raising the cognizance of the urban poor, helping
them to comprehend their rights in getting to

For the most part, NGO's go about as implementers,

required

impetuses and accomplices. Firstly, NGO's go about

administrations,

and

giving

such

as implementers in that they assemble assets keeping

administrations.

in mind the end goal to give merchandise and
Expansive organizations incorporate organizations,

ventures to individuals who are enduring because of

for example, councils of trade and industry,

a

coalitions

Furthermore, NGO's go about as impetuses in that

of

business,

ethnic

or

instructive

man-made

fiasco

or

a

cataclysmic

event.

gatherings, and relationship of group organizations.

they drive change. They can 'motivate, encourage or

'National NGOs incorporate national organizations,

add to enhanced thinking and activity to advance
change'. In conclusion, NGO's frequently go about as

for

proficient

accomplices close by different organizations so as to

affiliations and comparative gatherings. Some have

handle issues and address human needs more

state and city branches and help neighbourhood

effectively. [11]

example,

the

YMCAs/YWCAs,

NGOs.
NGOs fluctuate in their strategies. For example, a
Universal NGOs run from common offices, for

NGO, for example, Oxfam, worried with destitution

example, Ducere Foundation and Save the Children

mitigation, may give poor individuals the hardware

organizations, SOS Children's Villages, OXFAM,

and abilities to discover nourishment and clean

CARE, Ford Foundation, and Rockefeller Foundation

drinking water, though a NGO like the FFDA helps

to religiously rouse bunches. They can be in charge

through examination and documentation of human

of subsidizing nearby NGOs, foundations and extends

rights[citation needed] infringement and gives lawful

and actualizing projects. [9]

help to casualties of human rights manhandle. Others,
for example, Afghanistan Information Management

Aside from "NGO", there are option or covering

Services,

terms

administrations to bolster advancement exercises

being

used,

including:

third

segment

organization (TSO), non-benefit organization (NPO),
wilful

organization

(VO),

common

give

specific

specialized

items

and

executed on the ground by different organizations.

society

organization (CSO), grassroots organization (GO),

A. Operational

social development organization (SMO), private

Operational NGOs look to "accomplish little scale

intentional

organization

change specifically through projects". [12] They

(SHO) and non-state on-screen characters (NSAs). In

assemble money related assets, materials, and

Spanish, French, Italian and other Romance dialects,
the "reflected" truncation "ONG" is being used,

volunteers to make restricted projects. They hold
expansive scale gathering pledges occasions and may

organization

(PVO),

apply to governments and organizations for awards
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or contracts to raise cash for ventures. They

C. Both operational and campaigning

frequently work in a various leveled structure; a

It is normal for NGOs to make utilization of both

primary home office being staffed by experts who

exercises. Commonly, operational NGOs will utilize

arrange ventures, make spending plans, keep records,

battling methods on the off chance that they

and report and speak with operational fieldworkers

constantly confront similar issues in the field that

who work specifically on projects.[12] Operational

could be helped through strategy changes. In the

NGOs manage an extensive variety of issues,
however are regularly connected with the

meantime, Campaigning NGOs, similar to human
rights organizations frequently have programs that

conveyance of administrations or ecological issues,

help the individual casualties they are attempting to

crisis help, and open welfare. Operational NGOs can

help through their backing work. [12]

be further ordered by the division into help situated
versus advancement arranged organizations; as per

D. Public relations

whether they push benefit conveyance or investment;

Non-governmental

regardless of whether they are religious or common;

associations with the general population to meet

and whether they are more open or private-situated.

their objectives. Establishments and foundations

Albeit operational NGOs can be group based, many

utilize modern advertising efforts to raise supports

are

characterizing

and utilize standard campaigning methods with

movement of operational NGOs is the execution of
projects. [12]

governments. Intrigue gatherings might be of
political significance on account of their capacity to

national

or

universal.

The

organizations

require

solid

impact social and political results. A code of morals
B. Campaigning

was built up in 2002 by The World Association of

Crusading NGOs try to "accomplish substantial scale

Non-Governmental Organizations.

change advanced by implication through impact of
the political system". [12] Campaigning NGOs

E. Project management

require a proficient and viable gathering of expert

There

individuals who can keep supporters educated, and

administration systems are urgent to venture

propelled. They should plan and host exhibitions and

achievement in non-governmental organizations.[15]

occasions that will keep their cause in the media.

Generally, non-governmental organizations that are

They should keep up a huge educated system of

private have either a group or natural core interest.

supporters who can be prepared for occasions to

They address assortments of issues, for example,

accumulate media consideration and impact strategy

religion, crisis help, or philanthropic issues. They

changes. The characterizing action of crusading

assemble open support and intentional commitments

NGOs is holding demonstrations. [12] Campaigning

for help; they regularly have solid connections with

NGOs frequently manage this issues identifying with

group amasses in creating nations, and they

human rights, ladies' rights, youngsters' rights. The

frequently work in regions where government-to-

main role of an Advocacy NGO is to guard or

government

advance a particular cause. Rather than operational

acknowledged as a piece of the worldwide relations

venture

scene, and keeping in mind that they impact national

ordinarily

administration,
attempt

to

these
bring

organizations

issues

to

is

an

help

expanding

is

mindfulness

unrealistic.

NGOs

that

are

light,

and multilateral approach making, progressively they

acknowledgment and information by campaigning,

are all the more straightforwardly required in nearby

squeeze work and extremist occasion.

activity.
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IV. LITERATURE SURVEY

and administration activities. The projects are guided
by Gurudev's rationality of peace: "Unless we have a

We have conducted an extensive survey on different

tranquil personality and a viciousness free society,

NGOs working in the different areas of society. The

we can't accomplish world peace." To enable people

study of the NGOs conducted by us and its

to dispose of pressure and experience internal peace,

observations are as follows:

The Art of Living offers pressure end programs

HelpAge India is a main philanthropy in India

which
incorporate
contemplation and yoga.

breathing

methods,

working with and for hindered elderly for about 4
decades. The point is to serve senior needs in an allencompassing way, empowering them to live

V. MOBILE APPS FOR NONPROFITS CAN USE
TO BOOST DONATIONS

dynamic, honorable and more advantageous lives. It
gives elderly alleviation through different age mind

Versatile engagement and site movement are

mediations, for example, – it runs one of the biggest

expanding extensively for brands of assorted types

versatile social insurance programs through its

and sizes. What does this mean for your organization?

Mobile Healthcare Units spreading over the nation

All things considered, that it's a great opportunity to

giving free medicinal services administrations to

begin pondering how to connect with your present

down and out older folks, it enables seniors to
procure their occupation through the arrangement of

and future constituent base on all gadgets.
More youthful eras are specific on what they're

Elder-Self-Help Groups making independent, it

searching for with regards to your site. In this way,

conducts waterfall surgeries to reestablish their sight,

you ought to know the particular routes in which

cares for their fundamental needs however its

you should cooperate with your system by means of

Support-a-Gran program, runs Elder Helplines the

portable applications. Despite the fact that Apple has

nation over, gives alleviation and recovery to seniors

prohibited the capacity to acknowledge gifts through
iOS applications, there are approaches to get around

post debacles and gives dynamic maturing openings.

this boycott and disclose to you organization's story.
Nageshwara Charitable Trust (NCT) are a "Not

Here are five versatile applications to consider when

revenue driven" organization enlisted on 26th

building up your 2014 portable technique.

October 1999 under Bombay Public Trust Act, 1950
bearing enrollment No. E-1524 (NGP). The principle

A. Instead

destinations of the Trust are "Age of independent

Instead is a smaller scale gift application with a "large

work, rural ladies strengthening, ancestral welfare,

scale affect" that use ordinary buys, similar to

agriculturist's welfare, common asset administration,

espresso. Situating every little gift (either $3 or $5),

natural assurance and wellbeing and sanitation. The

contributors can see the immediate effect of their gift

Trust is accomplishing its goals through participatory
discussion of ladies' Self-Help Groups (SHGs),

(i.e. furnishing one youngster with clean water for a
year).

Farmers clubs, Village advancement boards of
trustees, Village Planning Committees, Watershed
improvement advisory groups and so on.
Established in 1981 by Gurudev Sri Ravi Shankar,
The Art of Living is an instructive and philanthropic
development occupied with pressure administration
Figure 1
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Each time a man buys or blends some espresso, for

being tried and treated for jungle fever. You can take

example, they log it on the application and give their

in more around ―One Today‖ here.

chose sum. In the event that your organization might
want to be included on Instead, you can get in touch

D. Donate a Photo

with them straightforwardly or tweet at them.

Johnson and Johnson's application permits people to
share one photograph a day to bolster a cause with a

B. Charity Miles
Charity Miles permits singular runners or bikers to

$1 gift.

log their mileage and open up to $1 million of their
sponsorship "tote." Organizations like Pencils for
Promise, DoSomething.org, and Wounded Warrior
Project utilize this application for their perseverance
pledge drives to log miles amid occasions and as yearround pledge drives.
Fiure 4
For example, Operation Smile utilized Donate a
Photo to give youngsters all the supply and drug to
get a congenital fissure surgery. For each 240
photographs gave (breaking even with $240), one
youngster could get surgery. Starting today, they are
one youngster far from their objective of 85 surgeries.
E. Check-in for Good
Check-in for Good is very similar to foursquare, but
Figure 2

for nonprofits. It allows organizations to easily create

C. One Today

their own free Cause Page and then partner with

Google's One Today permits any organization to

businesses to collect donations anytime someone

make a venture or crusade they're hoping to
subsidize. This is additionally a smaller scale gift

checks in at that business location.

application that permits people to contribute $1 a day

When an organization uses this app, it's not only

to undertakings or organizations they pick.

driving business to its local community, but it‘s also
raising money and engaging customers via their
mobile devices.

Figure 3
It likewise permits givers to coordinate their
companions' commitments. Jungle fever No More is
running a battle called "Spare a kid's life from

Figure 5

intestinal sickness" in which $1 prompts to one tyke
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VI. “NGO MANAGEMENT APP”

[4].

"First official estimate: An NGO for every 400
people in India". The Indian Express. July 7,

As we are seen that there is several NGO whose
websites are working for a particular thing Like eye

2010.
[5].

Hasmath, Reza; Hsu, Jennifer Y. J., eds. (2015).

donation, blood donation, education, old - age people,

NGO Governance and Management in China.

children etc. But

Routledge. p. 1. ISBN 9781317437147.

we

are developing an Android

Application which contain all

things in only

one

website that‘s why our Application is called as ―NGO

Vakil, Anna (December 1997). "Confronting
the classification problem: Toward a taxonomy

MANAGEMENT APP‖. Our application will be the

of NGOs". World Development. 25 (12): 2057–

complete accepting platform for the things which

2070.

people

(subscription required (help)).

want

to

donate

without

login

[6].

into

another sites. Also our website consist of different

[7].

doi:10.1016/S0305-750X(97)00098-3.

Davies, Thomas (2014). NGOs: A New History

required list from many NGO which will accept

of Transnational Civil Society. New York:

our user‘s donation. So, that our user will have full

Oxford University Press. p. 3. ISBN 978-0-19-

faith in us that we are not making any illegal

938753-3.

use of their donated stuff. Our user will have the

[8].

full track of their parcel. Hence there is no need
to go for a particular web site for a particular
donation, anyone
can donate all the things
here by

selecting their categories as per the

user‘s requirement which

is beneficial for donor.

"The rise and role of NGOs in sustainable
development". Iisd.org. Retrieved 2013-12-24.

[9].

Lawry,
Lynn
Nongovernmental

(2009).
Guide
Organizations for

to
the

Military. pp. 29–30.
[10]. World Bank Criteria defining NGO Archived
June 21, 2007, at the Wayback Machine.

VII.

CONCLUSIONS

[11]. Lewis, David; Kanji, Nazneen (2009). NonGovernmental

Organizations

and

This paper presents a brief review of the Non-

Development. Oxon: Routledge. pp. 12–13.

Governmental organizations in working and there

ISBN 0415454301.

donation platforms. In this paper we also suggested

[12]. Willetts, Peter. "What is a Non-Governmental

an Android application to be developing which will

Organization?". UNESCO Encyclopaedia of Life

used as a single platform for multiple types of

Support Systems. City University London.

donation. The Proposed APP will developed Using

Retrieved 18 July 2012.

Android SDK & Java as a Coding Language.
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